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Preface
This MAS practice aid is one in a series devoted to the kinds of management
advisory services often provided to a practitioner’s small business clients. Even
though the same services may be provided to large clients, practitioners’
experience indicates that providing advice and assistance to small, closely
held businesses often differs from similar engagements with large clients.
Small businesses frequently do not find it cost-effective to have the breadth of
financial and accounting expertise that is present in larger businesses. Hence,
the nature and depth of the practitioner’s data gathering and analysis may
differ when providing services to small and large businesses. Most important,
the personal plans, finances, and desires of the small business owner may
have a significant impact on the business’s current and future operations, and
the practitioner must take them into consideration.
MAS Small Business Consulting Practice Aids do not purport to include
everything a practitioner needs to know or do to undertake a specific type of
service. Furthermore, engagement circumstances differ, and therefore the
practitioner’s professional judgment may cause him or her to conclude that an
approach described in a particular practice aid is not appropriate.
For members employed in industry and government, MAS Small Business
Consulting Practice Aids contain information that may be useful in providing
advice and assistance to management.
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Scope of This Practice Aid
This practice aid provides practitioners with information to help clients in
improving organizational structures. Organizational structure comprises the
policies, procedures, and systems, as well as activities and relationships, that
mobilize a diverse group to pursue common goals. It involves both formal and
informal reporting relationships, job assignments and definitions, the person
nel deployed to meet the organization’s needs and objectives, and all support,
financial, and management information systems serving the organization.
Organizational structures can be simple or complex, depending on the size
and nature of the business. Small businesses and those with few product lines
or limited distribution channels are usually simple, whereas larger companies
often have multiple layers of management, extended lines of communication,
and complex policies and procedures. Growth usually increases the complex
ity of the organization.
To improve organizational structure, practitioners need to become familiar
with an entity’s objectives, operations, and personnel. No two organizations are
exactly alike, if for no other reason than that different people are involved.
People are a key element that practitioners cannot ignore when evaluating
organizational structures. In small businesses particularly, for example, no
amount of restructuring will compensate for inappropriate personnel. Often,
changing assigned responsibilities to better use key personnel is the best—
and only—recommendation practitioners can offer.
This practice aid will not help practitioners evaluate personnel, but will
provide them with a knowledge of organizational relationships so they can
document existing structures and establish effective new structures on paper.
In doing so, practitioners need to consider not only the current staff and report
ing relationships but also the company’s plan for growth and future hiring
needs. Appendix A shows characteristics typically associated with effective
organizational structures. Although organizations often are smaller than the
one envisioned in this practice aid, the approach outlined is still applicable but
will be simpler and will take significantly less time.

Typical Engagement Situations
Restructuring may be appropriate when an organization changes what it
does, how it does it, or who is responsible for getting it done. These changes
often result when a company merges with or acquires another, centralizes or
decentralizes, introduces or discontinues a product line, downsizes, stream
lines layers of management, acquires new technology, or loses key personnel.
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Restructuring may also be needed when management or key outsiders
perceive that the current structure no longer produces the desired results.
They may perceive, for example, that the company has developed a poor
image or is unable to cope with sudden growth resulting from increased
demand for a product. The problems underlying the perceptions usually
involve finances, production, costs, or personnel.
Before undertaking an engagement to review an organization’s structure,
the practitioner needs to determine whether organizational change can solve
the perceived problems. Changing the organizational structure of a manufac
turing plant, for example, will not solve the problem of aging and obsolete
equipment. A practitioner may assist a single unit or an entire company in an
organizational restructuring in many ways. Typical engagements involve one
or a combination of the following services:
Documenting the existing structure. Many small businesses have never
documented their organizational structure. Practitioners may prepare descrip
tions of the duties, responsibilities, authority, and reporting requirements of
each position. They may also develop an organizational chart showing the
relationships of the positions.
Organizational planning. Practitioners may prepare proposals for changing
the organizational structure in response to events or perceived problems. This
engagement may also involve projecting the future personnel needs of the
organization.1
Developing the organization. Practitioners may develop techniques and
methods by which an organization can enhance its growth and facilitate
productive working relationships.
Task restructuring. Practitioners analyze individual and group efforts to
accomplish specific tasks, then restructure the duties of individuals and units
to simplify work and enrich jobs in order to improve productivity, motivation,
and morale.
This practice aid focuses on an engagement that documents the existing
organizational structure and proposes changes in response to client needs.

1. For information on general business planning, refer to MAS Small Business Consulting
Practice Aid No. 6, Business Planning (New York: AICPA, 1986).
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Reaching an Engagement
Understanding
Engagement Considerations
Before beginning the engagement, the practitioner needs to conduct a
preliminary survey addressing the scope of the work to be performed, the
expected fees, the anticipated time frame, and the final product. This prelimi
nary survey then becomes the basis for preparing a client proposal and for
planning the engagement approach.
During the preliminary survey, the practitioner meets informally with
management and key personnel to gather information on the organization’s
structure, focusing on the following significant areas:
• Formal organizational structure or the official reporting relationships as
published or perceived by management
• Informal organizational structure or the actual day-to-day reporting and
decision-making practices
• Adequacy of staffing at all levels
• Assessment of morale
• Capabilities and limitations of management and key personnel
• Indication of problems or stressful growth areas
• Management information systems
• Products or services and related operations
• Expected growth objectives
Management’s desired results and the complexity of the engagement are criti
cal factors in determining which areas to address and the depth of research
needed in the preliminary survey.
Fees charged for the preliminary survey work will vary, depending on such
typical considerations as—
• Is it a new or a current client?
• What is the size and profitability of the engagement?
• What is the likelihood of a practitioner’s assignment to the engagement?
• What is the likelihood of additional engagements?

Engagement Letter
If the practitioner and management agree to proceed with the engagement,
the practitioner needs to establish an understanding of the project’s scope,
conduct, time frame, fees, and final product in an engagement letter. (Exhibit
B-1 in appendix B shows a sample engagement letter.) The practitioner may
3

also wish to inform management of the persons assigned to the engagement
and to provide a schedule of milestones for monitoring progress and render
ing billings.

Conducting the Engagement
Fact Finding
The first step in conducting the actual engagement is to perform an in-depth
study of the organization’s current structure and operations, including its serv
ices or products, communication and management reporting systems, and
overall effectiveness and morale, as well as of other areas deemed necessary
for the particular engagement.
The practitioner uses three basic techniques for gathering data about an
organization’s structure and operations: questionnaires, interviews, and
observations.
Questionnaires
Practitioners using questionnaires2 obtain the best results by following these
rules:
1. Questionnaires need to be job-specific. In other words, a practitioner cannot
use a questionnaire developed for a clerical job to gather information about
a management position. For instance, a salesclerk’s questionnaire may
ask about pricing stock, writing sales slips, making change, and balanc
ing a cash register, whereas a maintenance repair worker’s questionnaire
may ask about equipment repaired, material tolerances permitted, and
supervision received.
2. The form contains easily understood questions that require short, factual
answers.
3. Employees submit the questionnaire to their supervisors for approval to
ensure that all information is accurate.
If questionnaires are carefully developed, answered honestly by
employees, and then reviewed by department heads, practitioners can effec
tively use them to gather information for writing job descriptions. Exhibit 1
shows a sample questionnaire.

2. Questionnaires generally are used internally, although certain circumstances might warrant
the use of external questionnaires or surveys.
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Exhibit 1

Position Description Questionnaire
This is a preliminary step in preparing a description of your job. After completing this
questionnaire, discuss it with your supervisor or department head, who will pass it on
to the analyst responsible for preparing job descriptions in your area. We will return to
you a rough draft of this description for additional comments. Use the back page if
there is insufficient space to complete questions.
Your n a m e ______________________________________ D a te ____________________
Present title ______________________________________________________________
Location__________________________ D epartm ent___________________________
Section__________________________________________________________________
1. What is the primary purpose of your job? What makes your position unique?
2. List and explain the costs you are responsible for controlling (i .e., data processing
costs, department operating costs, approximate payroll of subordinates,
equipment).
3. To what position/s do you report?
4. What job instructions, if any, do you receive and from whom (e.g., submit stand
ard reports to the controller but also receive assignments from branch coordina
tor; or, report to branch coordinator but receive assignments from mortgage
officer)?
5. What control information do you adhere to (e.g., standard operating practices,
sales goals, budgets, cost standards)?
6. List the positions you supervise or direct and the total number of your subor
dinates.
7. With w hat positions or departments do you have primary working relationships or
contact? Describe the nature of each.
8. Describe your subordinates’ activities.
9. Describe activities you perform directly. (Don’t overlook planning, scheduling,
coordinating, expediting, approving.)
10. What problems other than those clearly implied in previous statements do you
encounter?
11. What commitments can you make on behalf of the organization?
12. Do you have any external contacts?
13. What results are you responsible for?
14. How do you measure success?
15. Describe anything else applicable to your job not covered elsewhere (equipment
responsibility, geographical areas covered, required committees, and outside
organizations).
16. Supply comments and approval by immediate supervisor or department head.
Employee Signature___________________________________
Approved By __________________________________________
D ate_________________________________________________
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Interviews
Although subject to errors and biases, a skillfully conducted interview is still
considered the best information-gathering technique available. Good inter
viewing requires frequent practice, periodic fine tuning and an outline or plan
to guide the interviewer.
A good interview plan requires a lead statement of purpose, an interview
approach (for example, question-and-answer, spontaneous discussion, or
both), subjects to be covered, and both lead and follow-up questions.
The lead statement tells the interviewee the purpose of the engagement,
the major interview topics, and the approximate time required for the interview.
The practitioner needs to prepare questions as part of the interview plan to
ensure they are clear yet general enough to encourage spontaneous discus
sion (see exhibit 2 for sample questions). The practitioner also needs to explain
the confidential nature of the interview and reveal who has access to its results.
Observation
Randomly observing operations can help practitioners in understanding the
organizational structure and its effectiveness and in validating information from
other sources. Practitioners need to document their observations to determine
which areas need improvement and whether observations support or contra
dict information gathered from interviews and questionnaires.
Observation is an ongoing process in the fact-finding phase and throughout
the engagement. Practitioners can observe the volume of activity, supervisory
patterns, organizational levels; even the condition of the work stations can be
revealing.

Documenting the Existing and Prospective Structure
Using graphics, charts, and narrative, practitioners document both the existing
organizational structure and modifications for future growth. In effect, practi
tioners view the organizational structure from two perspectives: existing state
and growth state.
Efficient documentation can facilitate this dual analysis. Practitioners might
want to include the following elements in their documentation:
• An organizational chart depicting reporting relationships and relative
authority levels
• Annotation reflecting differences between the formal structure and infor
mal day-to-day operations and between management’s and employees’
perceptions of job responsibilities
• The current ownership structure and succession plan
• Job descriptions and task volumes for each position
• Copies of relevant business and marketing plans and existing policy
manuals or memos
6

Exhibit 2

Sample Interview Questions
1. Briefly describe your job.
2. What revenues and costs—budgets, sales, payroll—are you responsible for?
3. Sketch briefly your departmental organization, describing each position report
ing to you and the position to which you report.
4. Describe the types of policies you initiate, interpret, or work within.
5. Give some examples of the types of procedures you initiate, interpret, or work
within
6. Give some examples of the planning you do in your job. Do these plans include
other departments?
7. What does your boss expect you to accomplish? Which of these activities do you
delegate to subordinates?
8. Are you accountable for establishing, approving, or recommending budgets,
quotas, performance standards, and so forth?
9. What maximum dollar-approval authority do you have?
10. Describe the type of guidance, direction, or supervision you receive.
11. What formal education and experience are needed to do your job?
12. What human relations skills does your job require? Describe some typical rela
tionships in your job (i.e., with subordinates, with other departments, with people
outside the company).
13. What aspects of your job would you like to change?
14. What are the best and worst things about your job?
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It is also useful to document observations regarding the owner’s personality
and management traits; the effectiveness of major functional areas and their
ability to handle future growth; the company’s financial position; and the status
and future capabilities of the management information systems.
The following sections address specific aspects of an organization that
practitioners need to review, document, and analyze in order to recognize
areas needing improvement.3
Organizational Structure
Most companies have both formal and informal organizational structures. The
formal organizational structure is the official structure published by manage
ment, which defines the recognized reporting relationships, responsibilities,
and authorities of the staff. It reflects management’s perception of operations
and usually is easy to acquire since it is frequently documented and made
available to the staff.
The informal organizational structure reflects actual day-to-day operations—
that is, the realities of the company’s management, personnel, communication
patterns, and ultimately, its strengths and weaknesses. It is the most difficult
structure to identify but is important because it reveals the company’s true
character and its ability to address problems and plan for the future.
Ownership Structure
In a small business, it is important to understand the ownership and decision
making structure. If the structure is a partnership, for example, the practitioner
needs to determine the interests of and the provisions for limited and general
partners.
In all cases, practitioners need to understand the true decision-making
structure, including the plan for succession. The practitioner needs to know
how the current owner will be succeeded as well as the personality and goals
of the successor.
Personnel Characteristics
Formal job descriptions are an important tool in assessing actual job responsi
bilities and reporting relationships. In general, they define what the position
does, the decisions made, reporting relationships, and sources of counsel and
direction. To uncover discrepancies, practitioners can analyze both manage
ment’s and employees’ perceptions of job responsibilities.
In addition, reviewing each employee’s training and qualifications will help
practitioners evaluate their competence and their suitability to fill positions in
the existing organizational structure.
3. A diagnostic review technique that includes the use of forms and questions can be very
effective in developing information related to organizational structure that is also more broadly
client-based. For a description of this technique and illustrative questions, refer to MAS Small
Business Consulting Practice Aid No. 3, Assisting Clients in Maximizing Profits (New York:
AICPA, 1984).
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In cases of family ownership or family participation, it is advisable to care
fully assess the family’s impact on staff morale and attitudes, actual versus official
decision making, internal politics, and existing versus required competence in
job assignments.
It is also important to assess how the staff adapts to growth or handles addi
tional responsibilities. The staff’s flexibility may have a significant impact on the
organization’s ability to grow. Based on this assessment, the practitioner may
recommend alternative organizational changes.
Business Organization and Policies
To understand fully the organizational structure, practitioners need to under
stand how the various functions that constitute the business operate. By
answering the following questions, the practitioner can gain this under
standing.
Executive Management
• How are policy decisions made, and who makes them?
• How do the executives interact in decision making?
• Are decisions made by default?
Financial Management
• Who is responsible for managing cash and investments?
• Who signs checks, and how are financial management decisions made?
• Who is responsible for the accounting and reporting operations?
• Are there any overlaps or gaps in handling the financial functions?
Marketing and Sales
• How are the products or services marketed?
• How are advertising decisions made, and are they effective?
• What role do the owners play in marketing and sales decisions or activities,
and are they effective?
• How well are the sales managed?
• How do the operation’s sales compare to industry norms?
• Is there a sales force, or does the company rely on independent
representatives?
Production
• What methods does the organization use to prepare and distribute its
product or service?
• Who makes the production decisions, and how are they implemented?
• How well does the staff resolve problems and get the product out the door?
9

• How do the entity’s operating statistics and costs compare to industry
norms?
Personnel
• What are the policies for hiring, firing, evaluating, and compensating
employees?
• Are written procedures and policy manuals both current and adequate?
• Are there unions? (Obtain copies of any contracts.)
Office Support
• Do the office support and clerical staff operate efficiently?
• Are there procedure manuals?
Outside Services
• Does the company rely on outside services for key functions (that is,
accounting, electronic data processing, engineering, research and
development, marketing)?
Financial Position
In assessing organizational structure, practitioners review the company’s
financial position, including profitability, credit position with banks and other
lenders, equity position of the owner-operator, and cash flow. The company’s
ability to finance needed systems and facilities may have a significant impact
on practitioners’ final recommendations.
Management Information Systems
An effective organization needs solid information systems that yield accurate
information in a timely and efficient manner. The existence of management
information systems (MIS) frequently is one indication of a well-directed and
organized management team. Elements to examine in assessing the system’s
level of sophistication include the following:
• Capability of the financial accounting system (general ledger, subsidiary
ledger subsystems, total systems integration, and so forth)
• Built-in capability for delivering management reports automatically
• Extent to which management information capabilities have been devel
oped separately from traditional financial accounting systems
• Extent to which job responsibilities and data flow are compatible—that is,
whether the right information in appropriate detail reaches the right
organizational level
• Development level of inventory, receivables, and cost-accounting systems
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Planning Capabilities
The practitioner needs to review an organization’s ability to plan for—and
handle—future growth. Answers to the following questions will provide a basis
for that assessment.
1. Has the company defined the direction and pace of its business growth?
2. Does the organization have the financial strength to fund anticipated
growth?
3. Is the growth plan thoroughly developed?
4. Does the organization have a well-defined plan for product-line expan
sion, further market penetration, or expansion into unrelated businesses?
5. Does the company have the organizational structure and personnel to
handle the projected growth?
6. Are compensation, benefit plans, and personnel policies appropriate and
adequate?
7. Is everyone in the organization aware of the expected growth, its direction,
and its potential impact?

Assessing the Organizational Structure and Identifying
Problem Areas
The practitioner uses the fact-finding phase to analyze the true nature of the
organization and to identify its problem areas. When management engages
the practitioner to address perceived problems regarding the organization’s
ability to sustain itself or to prepare for future growth, the practitioner needs to
verify management’s perceptions and to separate them from other problems
recognized during the review. A substantial difference between management’s
perceptions and actual operations could negatively affect organizational
efficiency.

Developing Recommendations
The practitioner develops an alternative organizational structure as a result of
the fact-finding phase. To guide practitioners with this process, appendix A
describes the characteristics associated with an effective organizational struc
ture and the basic principles of organization. This appendix also contains an
exhibit summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of certain simple and
complex organizational structures. The bibliography provides additional
sources of characteristics of organizations.
The practitioner develops alternative structures to support the company’s
mission. The practitioner can hold meetings with management to review the
existing structure, probable areas for change, the company’s strategic objec
tives, and alternative organizations to support these directions.
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Organizational changes are the most sensitive of all consulting recommen
dations. Practitioners need to present them with considerable discretion and
with a certain degree of flexibility to retain management’s confidence and to
gain their acceptance. Generally, the most sensitive area is the allocation of
various jobs, responsibilities, and authorities to current executives and middle
managers.
Occasionally, it is necessary to address certain personal characteristics of
the owners or managers and their compatibility with the organization’s objec
tives, direction, or staff. Such discussions risk the success of the engagement
but may also ensure its success. The strategy for such discussions depends
on the personality and rank of the individual in question.
Practitioners often recommend policies and procedures that foster an
effective organizational structure. For example, a practitioner might suggest
developing a mission statement to clearly establish a client’s future direction
or might outline specific steps necessary to bring order to another client’s
operations. Other recommendations may focus on changing from a current
structure to a proposed or alternative structure.
In some cases, recommendations needed to support structural changes
are not directly related to these changes, as in the case of changing manage
ment information systems or increasing financial resources to accommodate
projected growth.

Presenting the Final Report
The final product of an organizational structure engagement is an oral or writ
ten report summarizing the practitioner’s findings and recommendations. A
final report includes—
• Background perspective.
• Overview of existing situation.
• Summary of perceived problems or situations requiring attention.
• Recommendations with alternative options where appropriate.
• Cost-savings estimates related to proposed changes.
• Implementation plan and resource requirements.
Appendix B includes an illustrative final report. The following exhibits show
less-detailed examples of organizational structure engagements condensed
to the facts of the case, an analysis of the data gathered, and recommendation
summaries.
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Exhibit 3

Organization of the Accounting Department
of a Professional Services Firm
The client contacted the practitioner to review the com pany’s accounting proce
dures and to assess the organizational structure of the accounting department.
Of particular concern were the delinquent financial statements and the controller’s
pending resignation.
The practitioner obtained copies of existing organizational charts and interviewed
key personnel, including the executive director (to whom the controller reported), the
departing controller, the accounting supervisor, accounting staff members, and the
director of finance. The data gathered revealed the following facts:
1. The executive director was relatively new in the position and lacked a financial
background.
2. The controller had been with the organization for many years but had become
disenchanted, losing interest.
3. The accounting supervisor applied for the controller position but lacked the
necessary qualifications for that job.
4. The director of finance, who reported to the executive director, was lobbying for
the new controller to report to his position, even though he had little financial
background and had gained the title through internal politics.
After reviewing the data, the practitioner constructed a model providing several
alternative restructuring approaches. The model assessed the complexities of the
various approaches and identified the consequences of each. Utilizing the basic
organizational principles of the objective, coordination, balance, and continuity (see
appendix A), the practitioner made the following recommendations:
1. Replace the controller with an external hire who has very strong qualifications in
accounting and finance to offset the executive director’s weaknesses in this area.
2. Incorporate the duties of the director of finance into the controller position, and
reposition the current director of finance in the organization to take advantage of
his talent, which has been misdirected.
3. Retain the accounting supervisor in his current position because of a lack of
qualifications for the controller position.
4. Use due care in handling both the director of finance and the accounting super
visor to prevent creating a negative environment.
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Exhibit 4

Reorganization of a Company in Succession of Management
The client is president of a family-owned business that has existed for more than
one hundred years. During that time, the company has changed its marketing focus
four times, moving from one business to another. The president, now in his senior
years, has managed in a low-key style and has deliberately kept the company smallscale. His nephew, who is two generations removed, has joined the company and is
aggressively attempting to expand it and to succeed his uncle as president. The two
key people are compatible even though their goals are conflicting. The practitioner is
assisting the client and his nephew in the transition and in developing an organization
to meet the com pany’s future needs.
Since little documentation exists regarding the com pany’s structure, the practi
tioner has asked all employees to define their duties, responsibilities, and reporting
relationships. In addition, the practitioner has worked extensively with the client and
his nephew in developing a business plan incorporating the com pany’s organiza
tional structure, marketing direction, operations, and financial requirements.
Using the data gathered, the practitioner has prepared an organizational chart
providing for groups of activities by area of expertise, including finance, marketing
(including internal and external sales activities), operations (including production,
purchasing, and delivery departments), and research and development. The practi
tioner has then assisted in analyzing the existing personnel to determine if any are
capable of filling spots in the reorganized structure. In some instances, existing
personnel are capable, with some training, and in others, external hires would be
necessary.
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Exhibit 5

Reorganization of a Company in a Growth Stage
The client, who was president of the company in question, asked the practitioner
to help develop a structure that would take the company through its growth stage. The
client was an entrepreneur who had championed the company to its current position
but had lost interest in the company and was now seeking other endeavors. The com 
pany needed someone who could lead it through its growth phase and develop a
structure that provided groups of activities, goals and objectives, and policies and
procedures.
The practitioner gathered data by interviewing key personnel and department
heads, using questionnaires, and distributing an attitude survey to all organization
members. The practitioner also gathered information on the proposed future of the
industry and reviewed current marketing procedures and sales rep arrangements.
While gathering data, the practitioner learned that the president was considering
positioning the company for a public offering, which would influence the proposed
organizational structure.
After analyzing the data, the practitioner assessed the direction of the company
and the types of activities and skills required to move it in its desired direction. The
practitioner proposed elevating the current vice president of operations to president
and using an executive search to locate vice presidents of marketing and of finance.
The president was removed from the operations of the company to a role of consultant
in research and development, which closely correlated to his interests and back
ground. The practitioner significantly revised the com pany’s policies and procedures
to provide a structure that would attract investors. The company operated under the
revised format until earnings stabilized sufficiently to make the public offering.
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APPENDIX A

Organizational Structure Considerations
When analyzing organizational structures, practitioners need to be familiar with
fundamental characteristics and principles typically associated with healthy and
efficient operations. Exhibit A-1 in this appendix addresses the advantages and disad
vantages of some of these characteristics.

Characteristics Associated With an Effective
Organizational Structure
A successful organization has a clear definition of what it is supposed to do, including
the following:
• Management has an understanding of existing services or products and has
planned for the future.
• The basic organization’s mission, policies, and procedures are communicated to
all staff members, who understand the com pany’s philosophies and are moti
vated to achieve its goals.
• The organization is profitable or, if not-for-profit or governmental, successfully
satisfies its customers’ needs.
• The organization provides its products and services in a timely and efficient man
ner and meets its sales goals.
• Management has clearly defined the responsibilities, authorities, reporting rela
tionships, and performance measures for each employee and has communicated
this information to the staff.
• Individuals are appropriately assigned duties based on their skills and
experience, are adequately trained to do their jobs, and have adequate resources
to do them.
• Staffing levels are appropriate for the level of activity.
• The recruitment, selection, and promotion processes are effective.
• Parties both inside and outside the organization perceive order and continuity as
well as good chemistry among employees.
• Management recognizes and resolves organizational and staffing problems.
• The organization has an effective management information system.
The personality of the owner or manager frequently has a significant impact on a
small business. The owner or manager of a small business typically sets the standard
and pace through example and managerial style.
Although styles and techniques vary, certain attributes are common to most
successful managers. For instance, effective managers—
• Know how the organization runs and where it is going.
• Listen to others’ suggestions.
• Are hard working and set a good example.
• Promote the com pany’s best interests.
• Demonstrate good communication skills.
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• Are reliable.
• Recognize—and compensate for—their own strengths and weaknesses.
• Understand—and offset—the impact of their personality and style on the
operation.
Organizations poised for growth require certain additional characteristics to be
successful, including the following:
• Management has demonstrated the ability to delegate authority and responsibility
resulting from increased activities, and the staff has demonstrated the skills
needed to handle increased workloads and responsibilities.
• The management information system is sufficiently flexible to handle additional
information and to address new problems.
• Management has committed the financial resources needed to support growth.
• The owner or manager is able to direct the growth process.
• The organization is aware of the additional resources—financing, staffing,
materials, systems, facilities, and marketing— required to achieve its changing
goals and objectives.

Basic Principles of Organization
1. Principle of the objective. Each part of an organization will express the purpose
of the undertaking, or its activities become meaningless.
2. Principle of specialization. Each member of any organized group is confined, as
far as possible, to performing a single function.
3. Principle of coordination. The purpose of coordination, as opposed to the purpose
of the undertaking, is to unite the group’s efforts.
4. Principle of authority. Every organized group needs to establish clear lines of
authority.
5. Principle of responsibility. Managers are absolutely responsible for their subor
dinates’ actions.
6. Principle of definition. The organization needs to clearly define in writing and
distribute to all employees the duties, authorities, responsibilities, and relation
ships for each position.
7. Principle of correspondence. In every position, responsibility always corresponds
to authority.
8. Span of control. Generally, a person will not supervise more than five or six people
with different functions.
9. Principle of continuity. Organization improvement should be a continuous process
effected through frequent review of the organization.
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Geographic. Executives from each major
region around the world report to the
top executive. Each region may
develop, manufacture, and sell the
same products.

Product. Executives from each major
product line or business report to the
top executive. Each product line
provides its own services (e.g., manu
facturing, marketing) independent of
the other product lines.

Function. Executives from each major
functional area report to the top execu
tive. Each functional area produces
goods and services that support the
other functional areas.

Simple Structures

Structure/Type

• Provides locus of accountability in
each region.

• Allows for fast and appropriate adapta
tion to local requirements.

• Provides each product line with greater
operational autonomy.
• Helps achieve coordination.

• Produces dedication to each product,
leading to innovative product ideas.

• Promotes efficiency.

• Permits better control over functional
performance.

• Allows for economies of scale.

• Places specialists in functional groups,
capitalizing on functional expertise.

_____________ Advantages_____________

(continued)

• Establishes concern over area, not
company.

• Hinders standardization of product
quality and services.

• Duplicates resources across regions.

• Creates high administrative costs.

• Potentially duplicates efforts (especially
if products are related in terms of tech
nology or customers).
• Hinders coordination across product
groups.
• Hinders developm ent of functional
expertise.

• Establishes turf territory.

• Limits em ployee oppo rtu n itie s for
advancement to functional area only.

• Hinders cross-functional communica
tion and coordination.

• Develops parochial behaviors and atti
tudes within each function, which
could be counterproductive.

___________ Disadvantages___________

Simple and Complex Organizational Structures

Exhibit A-1
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Multidivisional. This structure is similar to
the simple product structure but is
designed for organizations of greater
size and complexity of businesses.

Holding Company. In this structure, which
is used by corporations that have vastly
different products, each company oper
ates as an autonomous unit. Business
plans are developed within each busi
ness unit; the top executive at the
corporate level is minimally involved
in the operations of the individual
businesses and tends to provide
strategic direction. Within each
company, the structure may be either
simple or complex.

Complex Structures

Customer. Groups within the company
concentrate on a particular customer or
class of customers.

Simple Structures (cont.)

___________ Structure/Type____________

• Produces a lack of corporate identity.

• Enables each unit to pursue its best
market position.

• Retains decentralized operations for
each product line.

• Increases coordination among product
divisions.

• By p o o lin g fin a n c ia l resources,
increases the probability of survival of
all companies in the holding company.

• Provides financial resources for a
parent company.

• Hinders coordination and communi
cation.

• Provides specialized services.

• Forces subordination of functional
excellence to product innovation.

• Duplicates resources.

• Lacks ability to adapt to needs of other
units.

• May spread resources too thin.

• Produces a lack of intercom pany
employee mobility, thereby limiting
career and transfer opportunities.

• Results in high administrative costs and
duplication of efforts.

___________ Disadvantages___________

• Allows for response to needs of
customers.

• Allows for specialized services and
products.

• Provides autonomy.

_____________ Advantages

Simple and Complex Organizational Structures (cont.)
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• Promotes m anagerial grow th and
professional development.

Matrix. Features dual command, with
authority flowing both vertically and
horizontally. The organizational chart
resembles a grid structure rather than a
pyramid. Compromises functional
structure with another structure, usually
product.
• Produces innovative p ro d u cts and
customer satisfaction.

• Produces motivation and commitment,
while freeing top management.

• Allows for flexibility, coordination, and
efficiency.

• Increases a c c o u n ta b ility of each
product division.

A relationship exists among the multiple
businesses and more coordination
of strategic planning exists at the
corporate level than in the holdingcompany structure. Because of the
greater coordination of strategic
planning, the multidivisional structure
tends to have more control and direc
tion than the holding-company structure.

• Is difficult to manage.

• Produces conflict, am biguity, and
individual stress.

• Produces a confusing power/authority
structure.

• Incurs high overhead costs.

APPENDIX B

Case Study:
Illustrative Organizational Structure Engagement—
Acquisition Company, Inc.
The following case study illustrates an MAS engagement for an organization that
acquired a similar organization with facilities located in other cities. The case study
includes an engagement letter and a report containing organizational charts and job
summaries
The practitioner, Jim Wood, received a call from George Brown, the president of
a local business that recently acquired a competitor with operations in other cities
within the state. The acquisition was part of a strategic plan to expand and to reduce
competition. Mr. Brown requested assistance in structuring the new acquisitions and
in determining how to combine the new and existing resources to reduce redundancy
and best achieve the corporate objectives.
Mr. Wood met with Mr. Brown and, after obtaining some preliminary information,
prepared and submitted an engagement letter for approval. Upon approval, Mr.
Wood proceeded with the engagement and presented his findings in a report.
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Exhibit B-1

Sample Engagement Letter
CPA & Company
Any City, USA 10111
May X, 19XX
Mr. George Brown
Acquisition Company, Inc.
Professional Building
Any City, USA 10111
Dear Mr Brown:
We enjoyed meeting you and members of your organization while performing a
preliminary survey of the operations of Acquisition Company, Inc. This letter docu
ments our understanding of the services we will provide to Acquisition Company, Inc.
as a result of that survey.
Nature and Scope of Work
We will analyze the organizational structure and requirements of Acquisition
Company, Inc. and its newly acquired operations in both Smithfield and Anderson.
This includes reviewing the types of jobs currently performed and their titles or classi
fications, the adequacy of staffing, and the management structures at the various
locations. At the conclusion of the study, we will recommend an organizational struc
ture that will support the objectives of the expanded operations and will promote
uniformity and consistency in the various locations.
Roles
To provide an effective framework for this engagement, both parties need to
understand their respective roles.
Our role encompasses the following:
• Gathering data about the history and organization of the businesses
• Analyzing the businesses’ organizational requirements
• Identifying appropriate management and organizational structures
• Developing job definitions and requirements
Your role encompasses the following:
• Providing data we may request
• Making key people available for interviews and conferences
• Making timely decisions throughout this engagement
• Cooperating with our staff in carrying out the steps necessary to complete this
engagement
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Results and Benefits
The tangible results of this engagement will be (1) an organizational structure that
is appropriate for your com pany’s needs and (2) job definitions for key personnel.
Intangible results include a better understanding of the organizational relationships
among the various locations.
Time and Duration
We can begin this engagement two weeks after you accept this letter and can
complete it within six to eight weeks, depending on the availability of your staff for inter
views. We will notify you regularly about engagement progress.
Fees and Payments
Our fees are based on time expended at our standard hourly rates. We will bill outof-pocket expenses in addition to our standard fees. Our normal practice is to issue
monthly invoices for the fees and expenses incurred as the work progresses. Our
invoices are payable upon receipt.
Conclusion
If any part of this letter differs from your understanding of this engagement, please
notify us at once so we can establish a proper mutual understanding.
We appreciate the opportunity to serve Acquisition Company, Inc. and look for
ward to a mutually beneficial association. If you agree with this proposal as presented,
please sign it and return a copy to us.
Sincerely,

Jim Wood
CPA & COMPANY
Accepted:

Mr. George Brown

Date
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Exhibit B-2

Engagement Report
Sample Transmittal Letter
CPA & Company
Any City, USA 10111
July X, 19XX
Mr. George Brown
Acquisition Company, Inc.
Professional Building
Any City, USA 10111
Dear Mr. Brown:
We have presented prior reports regarding the organizational structure and
requirements of Acquisition Company, Inc.’s activities at Smithfield, Anderson, and
Any City. This revised report allows for some changes as discussed with executive
management and board members.
We recommend a transitional period of executive management by creating a posi
tion entitled executive vice president, who will report to the president. Initially, the vice
president of marketing as well as the fleet, personnel, and division managers will
report to the executive vice president, with the senior vice presidents of finance and
of manufacturing reporting to the president. After a time deemed appropriate by
board members, the executive vice president may be named chief operating officer
and may assume responsibility for the senior vice president of manufacturing. The
senior vice president of finance will continue to report to the president.
In addition, the executive vice president initially will function as the division
manager of Any City. A decision will be made later about staffing the Any City division
manager position.
The company will operate with a president who is also the chief executive officer
and with an executive vice president who is also the chief operating officer. Whether
to maintain these dual roles or to create separate CEO and COO positions will be
determined by the Board of Directors when the president retires. We have periodically
delivered to you job definitions for these key positions.
Sincerely,

Jim Wood
CPA & COMPANY
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Exhibit B-3

Sample Engagement Report
Scope
Our study includes a review and an analysis of the organizational structure of
Acquisition Company, Inc. and of Acquisition activities performed at the Smithfield
and Anderson operations. We analyzed the types of jobs performed, the job titles
or classifications, the adequacy of staffing, and the management structures at the
various locations.
Our objective was to analyze the operations and to recommend an organizational
structure that will conform to the objectives of your expanded operations and that will
promote uniformity and consistency in the various locations.
Approach
We interviewed key personnel to gather data concerning their responsibilities (see
figure 1). These interviews also allowed us to observe individuals and to solicit their
comments regarding perceived problem areas.

Figure 1
Personnel Interviewed

Any City
Vice president - Operations
Production superintendent
Manager of shipping and loading and plant grounds
Assistant controller
Data processing manager
General sales manager
Assistant general sales manager
Manager - Distribution, delivery, and merchandising

Smithfield
Sales manager
Area managers (2)
Cold drink sales manager
Distribution manager
Production manager
Warehouse manager

Anderson
Sales center manager
Area managers (2)
Distribution manager
Warehouse manager
Cold drink sales manager
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We presented questionnaires to selected employees to gather additional data and
to confirm some information gathered during the interview process. We also analyzed
organizational charts and other documents from each location in conjunction with the
interview data.
Our findings and recommendations appear in this report. We have proposed
organizational charts and job descriptions for your consideration.
Report Summary
We have identified the issues currently confronting Acquisition Company, Inc. and
have offered recommendations for dealing with them. The accelerating pace of
change suggests the company needs to give appropriate attention to these issues
since they could play a significant role in shaping the organization’s future.
The most significant issues are as follows:
1. Need for new corporate structure
Establish a corporate structure that will enable Acquisition Company, Inc. to meet
the objectives of its expanded operations. We addressed this issue in a previous
report but will discuss it again here.
2. Need for new organizational structure
Establish an organizational structure that is compatible with your corporate
policies and plans. This requires a reassessment of reporting relationships and
responsibilities.
3. Need for uniformity and consistency among divisions
Adopt similar structures for each operation to facilitate the implementation of cor
porate procedures and policies at all locations. The structures will not be entirely
the same because of the varying sizes and scopes of operations, but they will be
relatively uniform and consistent since they work with the same products and are
not geographically dispersed.
We recommend that Acquisition Company, Inc.—
• Establish a new corporate structure as presented in this report.
• Establish a new organizational structure as proposed in this report.
• Remove the Anderson operation from the jurisdiction of Smithfield and have both
operations, along with the Any City division, report to the corporate executive vice
president.
• Establish a plan of action for removing extra levels of management.
• Establish uniform and consistent job titles and classifications where they are
lacking.
New Corporate Structure
A previous report recommended establishing a new corporate structure, policies,
and procedures to guide and shape the organization’s future direction. This report
provides a copy of that recommendation. We also excerpted portions of our May 27,
19XX, report in the following comments.
Using such organizational concepts as centralization versus decentralization and
functional versus divisional structures, we recommend an organizational structure
similar to the one illustrated in figure 2. We recommend using staff members at the
corporate level and establishing division managers for Any City, Smithfield, and
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Officer

Sales

*Operations

Sales

*Operations

*Operations

Division
Manager
(Anderson)

Personnel
Manager

Sales

Division
Manager
(Smithfield)

Fleet Manager

Executive
Vice President/Chief
Operating Officer

Vice President/
Director of
Marketing

Division
Manager
(Any City)

President/
C hief Executive

Includes nonsales activities: warehousing, shipping and loading, etc.

Vice President
Finance/Any City
& Secretary

Senior Vice President/
Chief Financial
Officer & Treasurer

Figure 2
ACQUISITION COMPANY, INC.
Proposed Corporate Structure Chart

Anderson. The vice president of marketing and the fleet, personnel, and division
managers will report to the executive vice president. The executive vice president will
report to the president, who also is the chief executive officer.
We suggest structuring each division along a sales-center format—that is, each
will be responsible for the sales, warehousing, distribution, and operations of that
particular division. An exception is Any City, which houses corporate production facili
ties, used by all divisions. Thus, Any City’s sales-related activities will be decentralized
but its production function will be centralized.
We recommend that Acquisition centralize the financial records and controls as
well as the information processing system at Any City, subject to the responsibility of
the chief financial officer.
The vice president of marketing will be responsible for all corporate marketing
efforts. In addition, this position will oversee all sales activities to ensure that policies
and procedures are followed.
Currently, the Columbus operation is small enough to be supervised by the sales
function of the Any City division and is not a separate division on the organizational
chart. We suggest maintaining the Columbus operation’s financial records and sales
information separately. As it continues to grow, Acquisition needs to consider estab
lishing this operation as a separate division.
The attachment “Job Summaries’’ shows the basic duties and responsibilities for
the proposed positions.
New Organizational Structure
We studied the activities performed at the various locations and found them similar,
with some variance due to the different sizes of the divisions.
We recommend staffing each location with a division manager who will be account
able for the division’s performance. The division managers of Any City, Smithfield, and
Anderson will report to the executive vice president. In addition, they will answer to the
vice president of marketing for implementing and adhering to sales and marketing
policies and to the vice president of finance for accounting and financial policies.
The number of managers and personnel at each division will vary somewhat, as
depicted in figures 3 to 5. The following briefly describes the activities of each division.
Any City Division
A division manager will be in charge of the Any City division and will report to the
executive vice president. This division is larger than other divisions and will employ
more personnel with varying degrees of responsibility. A sales manager, shipping and
loading manager, and office supervisor will report directly to the division manager.
The following positions report currently to the sales manager: assistant general sales
manager, cold drink sales manager, cooler department manager, office manager, and
distribution, delivery, and merchandising manager. The merchandising manager of
food stores reports to the assistant sales manager.
The director of manufacturing, not the division managers, will be responsible for
production operations, performed primarily at the Any City division. As a result, divi
sion managers and the director of manufacturing will share some resources.
The office supervisor will be primarily responsible for route settlement and
accounts receivable and for forwarding information and paperwork to the corporate
accounting office.
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Smithfield and Anderson Divisions
A division manager reporting to the executive vice president will be in charge at
Smithfield. This division currently performs some production but will eliminate it in the
near future and focus instead on sales and distribution. The sales manager, ware
house and shipping and loading manager, and office supervisor will report to the divi
sion manager.
The structure of Anderson will be similar to that of Smithfield. If production is per
formed at these locations, it will be the responsibility of the director of manufacturing,
not the division managers. Both divisions will have office supervisors who will oversee
small clerical staffs that handle route accounting, accounts receivable, and deposits;
process paperwork; and forward information to the home office. Both divisions will
have similar sales and warehousing functions.
Corporate Accounting and Data Processing
Any City will be the home office for the com pany’s centralized accounting and
EDP needs. John Smith, currently vice president of finance of the Any City Acquisition
Company, Inc., will continue in this position, reporting to the new corporate senior vice
president of finance.
A controller, reporting to the senior vice president of finance, will be responsible
primarily for financial statements and the general ledger. An office manager with a staff
handling accounts payable, accounts receivable, and payroll functions will report to
the controller.
A data processing manager, reporting to the senior vice president of finance and
working from the home office, will be responsible for all EDP operations as well as a
small staff consisting of operators and key punchers.
Organizational Charts
Figures 3 through 6 represent the proposed organizational structures of the divi
sions and the centralized corporate structure for the accounting and EDP operations.
Uniformity and Consistency
The divisional operations and structures need to be uniform and consistent where
possible. We have adjusted some inconsistencies that existed among the various
locations. For instance, we assigned the same titles to similar jobs, as shown in the
organizational charts. Of course, the differences in size and scope of operations will
account for some variations in supervision, special needs, and personnel at the vari
ous locations.

Attachment
Job Summaries
President/Chief Executive Officer
The president is the chief executive and administrative officer. This person is
responsible for managing all company activities to ensure the continuing realization
of profits and long-term growth, the reasonable satisfaction of the com pany’s
employees and customers, and, with the board of directors, the protection of stock
holders’ investments.
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Figure 3
ANY CITY DIVISION
Proposed Organizational Chart
Executive
Vice
President

Division
Manager

Office
Supervisor

Shipping and
Loading
Manager

Sales
Manager

Figure 4
SMITHFIELD DIVISION
Proposed Organizational Chart
Executive
Vice
President

Division
Manager

Sales
Manager
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Figure 5
ANDERSON DIVISION
Proposed Organizational Chart
Executive
Vice
President

Division
Manager

Office
Supervisor

Sales
Manager

Warehouse &
Shipping &
Loading Manager

The president is responsible for developing and maintaining a suitable organiza
tional structure, employing competent executives and managers, formulating corporate
policies, and approving divisional or departmental policies.
Executive Vice President/Chief Operating Officer
Reporting to the president, the executive vice president is responsible primarily
for the com pany’s sales and distribution activities. Reporting to the executive vice
president are the vice president of marketing, the division managers, and the fleet and
personnel managers.
Senior Vice President/Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer
The senior vice president of finance, acting in an advisory capacity to the presi
dent, controls corporate funds and securities, directs the accounting of receipts and
disbursements, and supervises the deposit of all monies and other valuables in
depositories designated by the president and board of directors.
More specifically, the senior vice president of finance is responsible for—
1. The care and custody of company funds, securities, and records.
2. The com pany’s pension plans and various insurance programs.
3. Loans and financing arrangements, including tracking loan ratios and other
financial data.
4. Analyzing financial statements and other reports to identify weaknesses in the
com pany’s financial structure, taking remedial action if necessary, and making
appropriate recommendations to the president to maintain a sound financial
structure.
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Accounts Payable

Figure 6

Accounts Receivable

Office
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Finance

President
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Finance
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Proposed Corporate
Accounting and Data Processing
Organizational Chart

Data Processing
Manager

Operators

5. Serving as the liaison between the company and legal counsel.
6. Formulating accounting policies and procedures and ensuring that they are
followed.
7. Administering and overseeing all accounting functions, including bookkeeping,
recordkeeping, cash transactions, payroll, and tax returns.
8. Administering and overseeing all corporate EDP activities.
Controller
The controller directs the corporate accounting operations to maintain and
improve the com pany’s financial soundness, controls cash flow and expenditures,
and provides accurate accounting information and financial controls.
More specifically, the controller is responsible for—
1. Directing general accounting operations (general ledger and related books,
budget preparation and control, accounts payable and receivables, and state
ment preparation and analysis), time keeping (payroll and worktime records),
and credit and collection efforts.
2. Assisting in formulating accounting policies and procedures and ensuring that
they are followed.
3. Assisting in analyzing financial statements and other related reports to identify
weaknesses in the com pany’s financial structure, taking remedial action if neces
sary, and making appropriate recommendations to the vice president of finance
to maintain financial soundness.
4. Exercising administrative direction over all route accounting performed at the
branches.
Division Manager
The division manager plans, directs, and coordinates the activities of subordinate
managers in carrying out divisional objectives at the lowest costs consistent with
quality requirements. The division manager, guided by the executive vice president
and in conjunction with the vice presidents of finance and of marketing, implements
and administers corporate policies and procedures at the division level.
In light of the differences in size and scope of operations, the requirements for this
position may vary among divisions. All divisions will carry on sales and delivery activi
ties, warehousing, and route accounting. Some divisions may also have production
facilities, subject to the supervision of the senior vice president/director of manufacturing.
Vice President/Director of Marketing
The vice president of marketing is accountable to the executive vice president
for all corporate marketing activities, including sales, service, advertising and promo
tions, and market research. This person will represent the company, as assigned, in
trade and public relations activities and will direct the sales and division managers,
depending on the activities.
More specifically, the vice president of marketing is responsible for—
1. Providing sound and aggressive sales, advertising, and marketing plans to ensure
the fulfillment of short- and long-range corporate goals.
2. Developing and managing promotional activities for the various divisions.
3. Preparing short- and long-range forecasts in conjunction with the divisions.
4. Assisting sales managers in planning and executing sales training programs.
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5. Conducting market research, analyzing sales trends of all packages and products,
and recommending programs to capitalize on market potential.
6. Negotiating sales and marketing plans and programs with the various soft drink
parent companies, and supervising and maintaining adequate records to ensure
committed funds are received from the various parent companies.
7. Coordinating media contracts and maintaining relationships.
Data Processing Manager
Directed by the senior vice president of finance, the data processing manager is
responsible for the direction and administration of all data processing activities. This
person supervises employees engaged in data processing operations, including
effective utilization of equipment, equipment operations, and clerical, statistical, and
administrative work. This person also coordinates the corporate data processing
activities and oversees these operations at the division levels. The data processing
manager is responsible for establishing data processing procedures, security meas
ures (including hardware and software), backup systems, maintenance, and software
development.
Senior Vice President/Director of Manufacturing
The director of manufacturing, reporting directly to the president, is responsible
for the production facilities and operations and for product quantity and quality, ship
ping and receiving among divisions, maintenance of warehouse facilities, and space
management. This person maintains a competent staff to fulfill these obligations.
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Assisting Small Business Clients in Obtaining Funds
Identifying Client Problems: A Diagnostic Review Technique
Assisting Clients in Maximizing Profits: A Diagnostic Approach
Effective Inventory Management for Small Manufacturing Clients
Assisting Clients in Determining Pricing for Manufactured Products
Business Planning
Personal Financial Planning: The Team Approach
Valuation of a Closely H eld Business
Diagnosing Management Information Problems
Developing a Budget
Cash Management
Evaluating and Starting a New Business
Assessing Franchise Opportunities
Assisting Professional Clients in Pricing Services Using Budgeting
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EDP Engagement: Systems Planning and General Design
Financial Model Preparation
Financial Ratio Analysis
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EDP Engagement: Assisting Clients in Software Contract
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Assisting Clients in the Selection and Implementation of Dedicated
Word Processing Systems
Litigation Services
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Sales
Improving Productivity Through Work Measurement:
A Cooperative Approach
EDP Engagement: Implementation of Data Processing Systems Using
Mainframes or Minicomputers
Conversion to a Microcomputer-Based Accounting System
Assisting Clients in Developing an Employee Handbook
Microcomputer Security
Microcomputer Training

MAS Practice Administration Aids Series
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
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4
5

Developing an MAS Engagement Control Program
Cooperative Engagements and Referrals
Written Communication of Results in MAS Engagements
Starting and Developing an MAS Practice
Communicating With Clients A bout MAS Engagement
Understandings
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